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Abstract – The concept of authorship identification and 
stylometry analysis have fascinating issues to be dealt with. 
Articles framed by various authors can be classified by 
measuring attributes linked to literary style along with attribute 
authorship related to texts that are newly explored. This forms a 
necessary function in different fields like psycholinguistics, 
cybercrime investigation, political socialization, etc… Numerous 
classical variations of statistical methods are presented and 
imbibed by the literary style. In the approach of Text processing 
outstanding information is fetched from the Tamil dataset 
combining quantifiable parameters from it. In the case of 
unidentified authors, it becomes tedious to classify the poems. 
The existing paper suggest that poem or text that is unidentified 
can be retrieved by categorizing potential author’s earlier work 
and organizing the unfamiliar text or poem in Tamil language by 
constructing a classifier. In the proposed approach various stages 
include: feature extraction and selection utilizing decision tree. 
Whole process is split up into two - training and testing. All the 
known poets are organized within training dataset – contains 5 
authors each 80 poems whereas the unknown poets are 
categorized under testing dataset. Through imbibing this 
methodology different poetic authors can be identified within the 
Tamil vernacular, resulting in valuable contribution to the society. 
The work considers a persons or authors distinctive style of 
writing, computes the features relativity. The method proposed is 
highly effective as demonstrated in the outcome of experiments 
performed on the actual dataset. The proposed techniques of 
decision tree effectively yields higher functionality in comparison 
with other existing approaches. 

Keywords: Classification, Tamil Articles, Feature Extraction, 
Feature Selection, stylometry, Training dataset, Testing dataset, 
Authorship. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The term Text mining alternatively known as text data 
mining, somewhat related to text analytics, is a method where 
information of superior quality is extracted from the text. The 
various levels or stages in Text mining includes: framing the 
input text by parsing, appending few derived linguistic 
features and discarding other, eventually inserting in the 
database, by utilizing structured data, deriving various 
strategy of Authorship identification incorporates text 
analysis so that the original author is being identified amidst 
various groups of candidate authors. The principle on which 
authorship attribution relies is as stated: considering the 
training data which includes set of texts of a known author, to 
find the author of the unchecked text (texts denotes testing 
data) the anonymous text is matched to a single author of the 
candidate set.  
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Consider a poem with unknown author the task is to trace the 
author to which the Tamil poem belongs within the available 
features list of every candidate authors. This research of 
Authorship identification in poems is altogether a new 
approach and not being much worked upon as in Tamil 
language. During the research formation, it was affirmed 
with intense knowledge that no research and published work 
concerning authorship attribution exists in Tamil poems. 
Tamil poems are being inspected for research purpose of 
classification task. In the approach of Text processing 
outstanding information is fetched from the dataset 
combining quantifiable parameters from it. The existing 
paper suggest that poem or text that is unidentified can be 
retrieved by categorizing potential author’s earlier work and 
organizing the unfamiliar text or poem in Tamil language by 
constructing a classifier. In the proposed approach various 
stages include: feature extraction and selection utilizing 
decision tree and feature classification by imbibing naives’ 
Bayesian technique. The dataset are used for fetching 
various features in order to carry out categorization. The 
features being extracted are: lexical, syntactic and semantic. 
Lexical parameters include noun, pronoun, verb and 
adjective. Syntactic features being noun phrase, verb phrase 
and prepositional phrase. Semantic features incorporates a 
group of features that boost the words meaning and make it 
more intense. For deriving contributing and non-
contributing features within the dataset the method of 
Feature selection is performed by utilizing the decision tree. 
Decision tree construction is based on the attribute that 
contains the highest information gain. The issues pertaining 
to computational cost and imprecise classifier accuracy due 
to unrelated data can be rectified using the approach of 
Feature selection. The Naives’ Bayesian algorithm conducts 
classification which can be split up into two types viz 
training and testing. Authorship identification relies on the 
following sources: 
mount of reputed authors should form a well-defined set. 
o highlight the authors linguistic habits linked to disputed 
text there must exist adequate lengths of the writing. 
or comparing the texts utilized must be in proportion to the 
disputed writing. 
In authorship identification the impact of word sequences is 
being analyzed. Both the topic and stylistic text features are 
observed by the researchers. The work presents authorship 
identification by incorporating set of word sequences which 
merge content words and functions. Experiments are 
conducted with Naïve Bayesian classifier on a poem based 
dataset. The journal classification is stated as: Section 2 
includes working of earlier author.  
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Section 3 portrays the suggested decision tree and outlook of 
various levels. Section 4, demonstrates experimental 
outcome. At last, Section 5 concludes presents future 
research work thereby concluding the paper. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Al-Falahi Ahmed et.al, performs authorship attribution 
task by proposing the Arabic poetry. The method of Markov 
Chains is being imbibed which considers multiple features 
like Sentence length, Rhyme, Characters ,Word length and 
Initial word of the sentence as input fileds. The experimental 
data set is split up into two categories: training dataset 
containing known authors and test dataset having unknown 
authors [1] [2]. 

Ramdani Mohamed et.al, possess authorship attribution 
linked to Arabic poetry utilizing method of machine learning. 
The text mining classification algorithms namely Naïve 
Bayes NB and Support Vector Machine SVM utilizes input 
fields in terms of poetry features like Poetry Sentence length, 
Characters, Rhyme, Word length, Meter and Initial word of 
the sentence. To address and resolve the issue of determining 
who the poet of the available unknown is text the strategy of 
style markers is imbibed to detect the author [3]. 

Mohammad A. Alnagdawi et.al have detected the poem 
meter name (called Bahar in Arabic) by Arud science, which 
offers a strategy to categorize Arabic poems into 16 meters, 
aiding the user in tracing out meter name concerning any 
Arabic poem by making use of context free grammar (CFG). 
Right from the initial phase to end results the remedies linked 
to the problems are examined applying regular expression 
and CFG [4] [5]. 

Steven H. H. Ding proposed in his work, The authorship 
analysis (AA) which includes study of revealing the invisible 
attributes of authors from available textual data. Relating to 
writing styles reflected in the text the author’s identification 
and sociolinguistic features are fetched. The performance of 
the mentioned approach is examined on issues concerning 
authorship characterization, authorship identification and 
authorship verification in respect to blog, Twitter, review, 
novel, and essay datasets [6][7][8]. 

A. Pandian has fetched Tvarious features from 
Mukkoodar Pallu’s poems and thereby proposed the training 
classifier. Classification of authors can be done on different 
unknown poems. By implementing C4.5 algorithm 
classification accuracy approach Fis conducted for dataset 
classification. Varied characteristics are depicted namely 
number of characters, number of sentences and the 
classification accuracy when C4.5 algorithm is imbibed [9]. 

Michael R. Schmid et.al Usage of e-mail 
communication is usually criticized for engaging in socio-
technology attacks likely phishing, spamming, spreading 
malware and theft of personal identity. The model that is 
build up aids in detecting the most credible author of the 
text. Regrettably, many current researches merely pay 
attention to improvise predictive accuracy not bothering 
about intrinsic data gathered from the evidence. [10] [11]. 

Pandian. A et.al, points out the necessity of e-mail for 
quick and prompt communication. Altered or forged 
information are mailed to multiple users that looks like 
genuine. Massive dimensional signature is transformed into a 
2D Pattern with help of Fisher’s Linear Discriminant 
Function (FLD) thereby making further processing 
convenient. The Radial Basis Function (RBF) network 

considers these signatures in 2D pattern for training data to 
later comprehend linear data [12]. 

R. Lakshmi Priya et.al, proposes authorship attribution 
for articles linked to ambiguous authorship forming as one 
key application domain of Stylometry. Here unknown 
authorship articles or writings are considered for 
classification in contrast with the articles framed by the 
modern Tamil scholars in the same time period which are 
Mahakavi Bharathiar (MB), Subramniya Iyer (SI), and T. V. 
Kalyanasundaranar (TVK). Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) and Multivariate Discriminant Analysis (MDA) 
applications are taken into account for discussion [13] [14]. 

Ahmed Fawzi Otoom et.al, emphasizes upon 
constructing a brilliant methodology that has the ability to 
categorize a new available article amidst any one of the seven 
classes which are designated to seven types of authors. To 
implement this, a novel dataset is proposed containing 12 
features and 456 instances associated to the 7 authors. 
Moreover, the feature set suggested is merged with robust 
classification algorithms that aids in differentiating amidst 
various authors [15]. 
Ahmed Alwajeeh et.al, assumes the issue of authorship 
authentication which tends to a traditional issue of concern in 
linguistics which has turned out to be tedious enough with 
widespread usage of Internet, expansion and rise in the 
quantity ofunchecked texts and difficulty in examining 
claims that are published online. The Arabic language is 
targeted in which this issue is rarely examined instead of it 
being important. [16]. 
Navinder Kaur et.al, stated the authorship attribution as the 
issue of author identification of an unknown text. Based on 
the approach of machine learning, Authorship   Attribution   
can   be portrayed as a multiclass, single-label text-
categorization method. Numerous attributes acts as the input 
values like word ngram, character ngram for the linear SVM 
(Support Vector Machine) classifier thus computing the 
validity of the suggested system relying upon Precision, 
Recall, F-score and Accuracy [17]. 
G. Manimannan et.al, proposed of an effort towards 
attribute authorship relying on the stylistic attributes of 
specific articles formulated on Indian freedom movements 
and being published in theIndia magazine. This affirms that 
through Stylometry evidence, unknown articles are placed 
attributed to known articles. The control article being 
secluded from known and unknown articles. Based on 
Bharathiar writings two unattributed articles can be linkedto 
it[18]. Sanjanasri J.P presents and states that with the 
rampant rise in World Wide Web, the regional language 
contents in form ofweb pages, e-books, e-mails, and digital 
repositories is effortlessly obtainable, approachable and has 
tremendously gain its roots. Resultant, the information can 
be retrieved amidst massive web documents using the 
prominent method of automatic document classification. 
NLP applications such as information extraction, query 
response, information summarization. Numerous NLP 
applications namely information extraction, query response, 
information summarization etc. works on the thumb rule of 
text classification [19] [20]. 
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Anderson Rocha et.al precisely predicts the author’s 
identification in sites like Twitter where the message may not 
go beyond 140 characters. Mostly every author exhibits a 
particular habit of writing and creating their own content. 
Using machine learning algorithms such features are being 
evaluated [21]. 
Sadia Afroz proposes the method of stylometry which 
analyzes the style of writing, for identification of unknown 
authors pertaining to unknown text. This technique 
haveyield better outcome in earlier tests yet their 
functionality needs to be tested on a demanding dataset 
pertaining to the area of interest of the security researchers. 
[22] [23]. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

3.1 Project Overview 
Stylometry is a method which analyzes the style of writing, 
for identification of unknown authors pertaining to 
unknown text. Furthermore this approach can be spread 
over to nearly all regional languages globally. 
Classification of poems having anonymous author tends to 
be tedious as found by many literary reviewers. Through 
imbibing this methodology different poetic authors can be 
identified within the Tamil vernacular, resulting in valuable 
contribution to the society. In the proposed approach: 
feature extraction and selection utilizing decision tree. To 
differentiate amidst multiple authors Naïve Bayes classifier 
algorithms is merged alongside proposed feature set. The 
test outcome reveals that the dataset successfully yields in 
higher classification performance accuracy. 

 

 

Fig.1 Proposed Overall Architecture 
3.2 Dataset Collection 

It withholds different poem sets that is gathered from 
various standardized articles. Write ups penned down by 
potential authors are gathered from plentiful resources and 
then computerized. Poems are being assembled pertaining 

to numerous Tamil articles. The database consists of nearly 
every type of poem. Required data from the dataset is being 
retrieved and further passed on for processing to the data 
preprocessing module. Around 100 poems of each 
mentioned authors are collected: Ilango Adigal, 
Ottakoothar, Bharathidasan, Chinnaswami Subramaniya 
Bharati, Kumara Gurubarar. The prepared collection of 
poetry texts is utilized for training data, and the left over 
are allotted to testing data. That is each author having 100 
poems thus 80 poems from dataset is considered for 
training and remaining 20 poems from dataset is considered 
for testing. 
3.3 Preprocessing 

It withholds compilation of diverse well known poet’s texts 
for examination, derived from poetry websites and 
encyclopedias. The selection of poets belonging to different 
eras was done randomly. Thereafter the processing 
included, filling up the missing text, smooth noisy text, 
detect or eliminate the outliers, and rectify inconsistencies. 
Source system withholds unclean data hence Data cleaning 
becomes a valid requirement. Presence of alphanumeric 
and punctuation is not common in these sort of poetries 
hence nearly all such poetic texts undergoes initialization 
process that is: stripping of all punctuation, strip and 
alphanumeric. 

 
3.4 Feature Extraction 

The keyword Feature extraction is incorporated in 
computers and machine learning. Concurrently with text 
processing, feature extraction initializes with set of 
measured data and building a list of derived values that 
proves as essential and informative. The classifier can be 
constructed relying upon the features retrieved from the 
dataset. The features present in the feature set includes 
lexical, syntactic and semantic. Lexical features covers 
frequency of N grams, punctuation and special characters. 
Syntactic features encompass frequency of language-
specific parts-of-speech and function of words. Semantic 
features incorporate a group of features that boost the words 
meaning and make it more intense. 

 
Feature list: 

Uyir(12) - அ, ஆ, இ, ஈ, உ, ஊ, எ, ஏ, ஐ, ஒ, ஓ, ஔ, 

Mei(18 )-க், ங,் ச,் ஞ், ட், ண், த,் ந், ப், ம், ய,் ர,் ல், வ், 
ழ், ள், ற், ன் 

Uyirmei(216) -க, ங, ச, ஞ, ட, ண, த, ந, ப, ம, ய, ர, 
ல, வ, 
ழ, ள, ற, ன, கா, ஙா, டா, ணா, தா, நா, பா, மா, யா, 
ரா, 
லா, வா, ழா, ளா, றா, னா, , , ஞி, , ணி, , நி, , 

, 
, ரி, , , , ளி, , னி, , , , ஞீ, , ண,◌ீ , 

நீ, , 

, , ரீ, , வ,◌ீ , ள,◌ீ , ன,◌ீ , , , , , 
, , , , 

, , , , , , , , , , , , 
, , , 
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, , , , , , , , , , , 
, கக, கங, 

கச, கஞ, கட, கண, கத, கந, கப, கம, கய, கர, கல, 
கவ, 
கழ, கள, கற, கன, கக, கங, கச, கஞ, கட, கண, கத, 
கந, 

கப, கம, கய, கர, கல, கவ, கழ, கள, கற, கன, கக, 
கங, 
கச, கஞ, கட, கண,  கத,  கந,  கப,  கம,  கய,  கர, 
கல, கவ, கழ, கள,  கற,  கன,  ககா,  கஙா,  கசா, 
கஞா, கடா, கணா, கதா, கநா, கபா, கமா, கயா, 
கரா, கலா, கவா, கழா, களா, கறா, கனா, ககா, 
கஙா, கசா, கஞா, கடா, கணா, கதா, கநா, கபா, 
கமா, கயா, கரா, கல◌ா, கவ◌ா, கழா, கள◌ா, கற◌ா, 
கனா, ககெ◌ௗ, கஙெ◌ௗ, கசெ◌ௗ, கஞெ◌ௗ, கடெ◌ௗ, கணெ◌ௗ, 
கதெ◌ௗ, கநெ◌ௗ, கபெ◌ௗ, கமெ◌ௗ, கயெ◌ௗ, கரெ◌ௗ, கலெ◌ௗ, 
கவெ◌ௗ, கழெ◌ௗ, களெ◌ௗ, கறெ◌ௗ, கெனௗ 

Short vowels (5) -அ, இ, உ, எ, ஒ 

Long vowels (7) -ஆ, ஈ, ஊ, ஏ, ஐ, ஓ, ஒள 

Vallinam (6) -க், ச,் ட், த,் ப், ற் 

Mellinam (6) -ங,் ஞ், ண், ந், ம், ன் 

Idaiyiam (6) -ய,் ர,் ல், வ,் ழ், ள் 
 

Aaydam (1) -ஃ 

Demonstrative letters (3) -அ, இ, உ 

Interrogative letters (5) -ஆ, எ, ஏ, ஓ, யா 

Questions (6) - ஏன்?, யார?், எங்கக?, எப்கபா ?, 

எப்ப ?, எவ்வா ?, என்ன? 
 

 

Fig.2 Feature Extraction for a poem 

 

 
Fig.3 Feature Extraction for training 

dataset 
Fig 2, is the screenshot of python coding in which it 

gives the above mentioned features as output. In Fig 3 
screenshot, it gives the features extraction for large 

dataset. 
3.5 Feature Selection 

Process of Feature selection is conducted for removal 
of redundant or unnecessary features from the dataset. For 
deriving contributing and non-contributing features within 
the dataset the method of Feature selection is performed. 
Choosing the right and appropriate feature lowers the 
dimensional complication and search area. Decision Tree is 
enforced for carrying out Feature selection wherein at first 
the root node is created and then it is partitioned into sub 
nodes containing homogeneous objects. Retaining all the 
features in the Decision tree, it is cropped to a value which 
yields highest classification accuracy. Fig 4, represents the 
feature importance value from decision tree. 

 

Fig 4: Features selection from training dataset 
 

3.6 Performance Metrics 
The performance and system stability metric can be 

evaluated and analyzed using below mentioned parameters: 
The techniques proposed for computing performance 

are decision tree based upon feature selection and Naïve 
Bayesian based classification. The Root Mean Square Error 
(RMSE) and accuracy was examinedaccordingly. 

1. True Positive (TP): If instance being classification result 
positive it’s classified as positive. 
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2. False Negative (FN): If instance being classification result 
positive it’s classified as negative. 

3. True Negative (TN): I If instance being classification 
result negative it’s classified as negative.

4. False Positive (FP): I If instance being classification result 
negative it’s classified as positive. 

 

 

TP, TN, FN, FP are considered as four attribute 
values fetched from classification and for examining 
outcome. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The experiments concerns authorship identification related 
to Tamil poetry for which a set of texts framed by Tamil 
poets are presented. Various testing features includes
characters, sentences length, words length, rhyme, first
word in sentences and meter. The proposed techniques of 
decision tree is effective and yielding higher functionality in 
comparison with other existing approaches.

Fig 5: Performance of Techniques based 
Feature selection 

Fig.4 mentioned above depicts Feature selection used in 
Decision tree algorithm comparing with several techniques 
like Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm, C4.5 
algorithm, CBA (Classification Based Associations) 
algorithm. Feature selection results in high and effective 
accuracy performance compared to rest of the techniques.

Table 1: Performance of classification 
 

S.No No. of Techniques Accuracy 
(%)

1 Support Vector 
Machines (SVM) 

79.3

2 Functional Tree (FT) 82 
3 SEE 5 93.5
4 Naïve Bayesian 

algorithm 
96.48
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Fig 5: Performance of Techniques based 

Fig.4 mentioned above depicts Feature selection used in 
Decision tree algorithm comparing with several techniques 

port Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm, C4.5 
algorithm, CBA (Classification Based Associations) 
algorithm. Feature selection results in high and effective 
accuracy performance compared to rest of the techniques. 

Table 1: Performance of classification techniques 

Accuracy 
(%) 

Processing 
Time (ms) 

79.3 0.88 

 0.72 
93.5 0.65 

96.48 0.50 

 
Fig 6: Performing of Techniques based 

Classification
 
Fig.5 mentioned above, Author identification is 
implemented in naïve Bayesian algorithm comparing with 
different techniques like Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
algorithm, Functional Tree (FT) algorithm, SEE 5 
algorithm. The Author Identificat
effective accuracy performance compared to rest of the 
techniques. 

V. CONCLUSION

The issue concerning authorship
research paper, which is assumed
various aspects of information 
textual classification has been analyzed related to 
discrimination of documents penned down by unique 
authors. An approach is designed
additional information pertaining to author’s peculiar styles. 
The outcome portrayed in the research work is backed by
rule optimization procedure conducted on the interested 
dataset focusing on to resolve the issue concerning a 
particular authorship attribution. Consequently, by creating
subsequent large database, with standardized sections,
is hierarchically stored, retrieving general attributes in Tamil 
language, gives a complete authorship identification
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